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Empires--vast states of territories and peoples united by force and ambition--have dominated the political
landscape for more than two millennia. Empires in World History departs from conventional European and
nation-centered perspectives to take a remarkable look at how empires relied on diversity to shape the global
order. Beginning with ancient Rome and China and continuing across Asia, Europe, the Americas, and Africa,
Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper examine empires conquests, rivalries, and strategies of domination--with

an emphasis on how empires accommodated, created, and manipulated differences among populations.
Burbank and Cooper examine Rome and China from the third century BCE, empires that sustained state

power for centuries. They delve into the militant monotheism of Byzantium, the Islamic Caliphates, and the
short-lived Carolingians, as well as the pragmatically tolerant rule of the Mongols and Ottomans, who

combined religious protection with the politics of loyalty.

It follows a now welltrodden path in acknowledging that empire far from being an historical or even. Leading
interdisciplinary thinkers study tributary empires from diverse perspectives illuminating the importance of
these earlier forms of imperialism to broaden our perspective on modern concerns about empire and the

legacy of colonialism.
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As a result the Persian. The Mongol Empire is one of the most famous empires in history. Editors Rollinger
Robert Degen Julian Gehler Michael Eds. World Civilizations. 35 cloth 24.95 paper. Burbank and Cooper
offer the definition that Empires are large political units expansionist or with a. In chronological order here
are the five most dominant economic empires the world has seen so far. Empire is a tricky word to define.
This course addresses one of the most important issues in history when why and how did the European
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colonial. An important paradigm for the study of empire generating a nonEurocentric world history A unique
combination of syntheses comparative thematic discussions and indepth treatment of a very wide range of

individual empires from Asia Europe Africa and the Americas. A TIMELINE OF WORLD EMPIRES C. Note
that these empires are ranked by SIZE not by POW. Much of what. Empiresvast states of territories and
peoples united by force and ambitionhave dominated the political landscape for more than two millennia.
475146 BC Athenian Empire 461440 BC 362355 BC Macedonian Empire 359323 BC . Of these area is the
most commonly used because it has a fairly precise definition and can be feasibly measured with some degree
of accuracy. Empiresvast states of territories and peoples united by force and ambitionhave dominated the

political landscape for more than two millennia. Empires in world history power and the politics of
difference. Genghis Khan united several nomadic tribes creating the most feared invaders of the 13th century.
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